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In considering the reception of Henry Moore in America, one 
quickly realizes that it is a story of professional relationships, fortuitous meetings, 
and deeply held personal commitments nurtured over time. In the context of this 
story, many curators, collectors, and critics come easily to mind: Curt Valentin, 
Herbert Read, Joseph Hirshhorn, for example. A personality rarely if ever consid-
ered, however, is Henry Seldis (fig. 1), critic for the Los Angeles Times from 1958 
to 1978 and a consistent champion of Moore the artist and of Moore the man.

Seldis was a critic who might well be considered conservative and per-
haps provincial. Indeed, he was reviled by some area artists and curators. The 
dealer Irving Blum recently dubbed Seldis a “deadly critic,” in a lament on  
the state of art criticism in Los Angeles in the 1960s.1 Seldis sometimes com-
pletely missed the mark in his pronouncements; for instance, he declared in 
1962 that pop art would “probably be as short-lived as the Neo-Dada fad of a 
year ago.”2 He was also one of Moore’s many vocal proponents, an aspect of his 
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Figure 1
Henry Seldis at the LACMA exhibition Henry 
Moore in Southern California, October 1973. 
In William Wilson, A Tribute to Henry Seldis 
(1925–1978) (Laguna Beach Museum of Art, 
1978), 2. Photo courtesy of the Seldis Estate
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taste that contributed to Seldis’s isolation from certain powerful critics, and 
which may very well have helped to isolate Moore as well.3 None of this should 
lead to dismissal; Seldis’s voice is an interesting one and he sometimes managed 
to surprise in his opinions while always maintaining consistent criteria for 
 judgment. In a 1984 piece for Artforum, Thomas Lawson famously was asked 
a question about Hilton Kramer, a more familiar contemporary of Seldis who is 
sometimes mentioned in the same breath since their taste often overlapped. The 
question was “Does Kramer’s criticism have any merit?” And Lawson’s scathing 
answer was, in short, “not much—certainly not much of a lasting kind.”4 The 
same question is now asked here of Seldis, and part of answering this question 
entails understanding how Moore and his work functioned for Seldis both pro-
fessionally and personally.

To start, we can consider how Moore’s work functioned for Seldis in a 
very personal, autobiographical way, since this is also how his affinity for the 
artist began. In 1973 Seldis organized an exhibition of Henry Moore’s sculp-
ture, drawing, and prints for the Los Angeles County Museum of Art and wrote 
a book, entitled Henry Moore in America, to accompany the exhibition.5 The 
text was based largely on a series of lengthy interviews with Moore and cura-
tors, collectors, and dealers such as James Johnson Sweeney, Joseph H. 
Hirshhorn, Taft Schreiber, Mrs. Sam Zacks, Harry Brooks, and Harry Fischer.6 
Seldis, of course, wrote on thousands of artists over the course of his career and 
contributed essays for other exhibition catalogues, but the LACMA exhibition 
and book were unique in their scale and preparation and represent a pinnacle in 
his career, realized five years before his death at the age of 53.7 The exhibition, 
it should be noted, was entitled “Henry Moore in Southern California,” and 
was drawn from area collections with a few outside loans, primarily from 
Moore himself. Seldis was invested in this focus for the exhibition, knowing  
the strength of the local collections, notably the Sheinbaums, the Weismans, the 
Schreibers, and the Starks, to name just a few (fig. 2).

Seldis’s stated aim was to shed light on Moore’s “long and fruitful” 
relationships with people in the United States and Canada in order to reach a 
better understanding of both “the man and his work.”8 Seldis made the case for 
Moore’s “American-ness” while also maintaining, even glamorizing, Moore’s 

Figure 2
Henry Moore (British, 1898–1986), Reclining 
Mother and Child, 1960–61. Bronze, 228.6 × 
90.2 × 132 cm (90 × 35 1⁄2 × 52 in.). In Henry 
J. Seldis, Henry Moore in America, 207. 
Reproduced by permission of The Henry Moore 
Foundation
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Englishness. Seldis, who was German by birth, began and ended the first chap-
ter of the book by relating Moore to the quintessential American author Henry 
David Thoreau, thus casting this most English of artists in the most American 
of lights:

Only four years after my narrow escape from Nazi Germany, I had 

been reading Thoreau’s Walden in an effort to come to grips with 

some spiritual values of my adopted country when I happened upon 

an exhibition of Moore’s drawings held at the Curt Valentin Gallery 

in 1943. His Shelter Drawings, especially, struck me as such convinc-

ing demonstrations of man’s essential indomitability that for the very 

first time I gained a modicum of hope that Hitler would not rule the 

world, after all.9 

Just as the drawings proved pivotal for Seldis, both personally and pro-
fessionally, so they were for Moore himself (fig. 3). Julian Stallabrass has pointed 
out that the noteworthy change in Moore’s status after the war is generally con-
nected to the success of the Shelter drawings.10 Herbert Read also felt that the 
drawings proved the “inherent humanism” of Moore’s earlier work, thus vali-
dating the early, less appreciated work, and setting the stage for the work that 
followed the Shelter drawings.11

This early and striking experience in 1943 carried forward into Seldis’s 
later thoughts on Moore’s work. Through Seldis’s friend, David Thompson, art 
critic for The Times in London, Seldis and his wife were first invited to Much 
Hadham in the summer of 1962 (fig. 4). Seldis returned many times over the 

Figure 3
Henry Moore (British, 1898–1986), Tube Shelter 
Perspective, 1941. Pencil, wax crayon, colored 
crayons, watercolor wash, gouache, 19.1 × 
23.8 cm. (7 1⁄2 × 93⁄8 in.). Reproduced by permis-
sion of The Henry Moore Foundation
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years, sometimes for extended periods, and also traveled with Moore in Italy. It 
is clear from his writing how intensely he admired the work and, it seems 
equally, the man himself—his personality, his ethics, and his lifestyle. His pro-
pensity to write about Moore in grand terms never abated, and indeed increased 
during Seldis’s career. A photograph in the LACMA publication is dramatically 
captioned, presumably by Seldis: “In Carrara mountains Moore searches for 
marble near quarries used by Michelangelo” (fig. 5). In William Wilson’s pub-
lished reflection on Seldis upon his death, the accompanying picture was of 
Seldis with Moore.12 

Figure 4
Moore in his studio with Henry Seldis in 
1962. From H. Seldis, “Henry Moore,” Art in 
America 51 (October 1963), 56. Photo courtesy 
of the Seldis Estate

Figure 5
In Carrara mountains Moore searches for 
marble near quarries used by Michelangelo. In 
Henry J. Seldis, Henry Moore in America, 25. 
Photo: Fotografico I. Dessi. Photo courtesy of 
the Seldis Estate
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The years during and immediately after the Second World War were 
an especially charged period of alliances, fascinations, and distinctions between 
Britain and the United States, and in this political context Moore’s work served 
as a potent symbol of common values to some people, appealing to popular 
universalist and nationalist cultural constructions. Moore’s sculpture, and the 
artist himself, embodied a modernist, humanist ideal understood on both sides 
of the Atlantic as wholesome, redemptive, and appropriate in the aftermath of 
the Second World War. This, in conjunction with his “cultured country life”13 
and “peculiarly English”14 persona, made Moore the cornerstone of many 
American collections of the period, and critics such as Seldis both understood 
why this was so and helped to make it a reality. Seldis had an ally in the British 
critic and early Moore biographer John Russell. Russell wrote, in 1972, that “It 
is, in fact, not the least of Henry Moore’s achievements that he has left behind 
him in so many parts of the world a new notion of what it means to be an 
Englishman.”15 And only a year later Russell wrote, in a plainer idiom, about 
the Moore exhibition at LACMA, “Americans have seen the point of Henry 
Moore since the mid-1930s . . . American enthusiasts think big, in a traditional 
American way.”16 Seldis begins the second chapter of the LACMA publication 
by matter-of-factly stating that “More than three quarters of Henry Moore’s 
work is in America.” In the next sentence he points to Moore’s own assertion 
that it was the 1946–47 Museum of Modern Art retrospective that secured his 
international reputation. In a somewhat odd statement in the third person 
Moore offered this opinion: 

I doubt that one would have won the Biennale sculpture prize that year 

without the real groundwork and the real impetus that The Museum 

of Modern Art retrospective provided. Really the foundation where 

the international side of one’s career is concerned—that international 

thing happened through the Museum of Modern Art exhibition.17 

The United States and Canada were not the only countries to adopt Moore as 
their own. New Zealand, it has been claimed, also appropriated Moore as “New 
Zealand’s greatest sculptor.”18

Seldis and others were not only interested in forging an Anglo-American 
current, but a European-American current. For a small tribute exhibition orga-
nized in honour of Seldis at the Laguna Beach Museum of Art in 1978, William 
Wilson commented in his catalogue introduction that part of Seldis’s spirit 
remained European, and that it showed in the art he had around him, mention-
ing work by Beckmann, Picasso, Moore, and Lipchitz. As a “conscientious 
critic,” in Wilson’s opinion, Seldis had ideas about “what form the extension of 
history ought to take, particularly in present day California.”19 Seldis saw the 
identity of California, and specifically that of Los Angeles, as distinct from and 
equal to that of New York, and he objected to what he saw as New York’s pur-
poseful divorce from European traditions and a general dependence on what he 
called “New York’s art fashion co-ordinators” for judgment.20 Seldis forth-
rightly objected to Moore’s treatment by some people, writing that while 

dubbed an anachronism by art’s fashion mongers, Moore continues 

to surprise less narrow-minded observers of the contemporary art 

scene by the astonishingly fresh and dynamic creations that spring 

from his mind and hand in advanced years. An indomitable optimism 

and tenaciousness can be readily recognized in this man.21 
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Seldis, of course, did not object outright to all art and opinions com-
ing out of New York—quite the contrary—but he was clearly resistant to its 
self-appointed role as arbiter of art and was wary of certain forces at play 
within the art market. Seldis also felt that an important aspect of his job as an 
art critic and journalist was to speak in favour of West Coast artistic produc-
tion, and, if necessary, to be a voice for the autonomy of its artists, collectors, 
and institutions. 

Despite the occasional reference to one of his more fiery pronounce-
ments, Seldis’s critical criteria have never been carefully parsed. By reading hun-
dreds of the thousands of reviews and other articles he wrote for periodicals this 
can be done. Within this body of writing, his thoughts about Moore’s work 
seem to have functioned as a touchstone for how he approached disparate types 
of art throughout his career. Seldis wrote that “If Moore frequently does not 
hesitate to introduce elements of brutality into his work, its total meaning 
remains one of affirmation, of hope or at least survival,”22 a statement that maps 
onto his opinions—positive or negative—of such various artists as Leon Golub, 
Edward Keinholz, and Roy Lichtenstein. The quotation in the title of this article 
comes from an early article he wrote for the Los Angeles Times in 1959 entitled 
“Art reaches a crossroad.” He wrote: “The basic division in contemporary art is 
not stylistic but philosophic. It reflects the growing gap between the adherents 
to humanism and those who believe that this approach to life is not applicable 
in our time”; and he concludes: “what is needed is more light and less heat.”23 

When Seldis wrote this, I would suggest, he was talking about both art 
and its criticism. Seldis understood his role as a critic as someone who considers 
intentions and performance, taking into account contemporary context and the 
history of art. He wrote in a straightforward manner, and although he did not 
shy away from biting commentary at times, it is also clear that he firmly believed 
in the “benefit of the doubt.”24 And he did not blindly advocate local art and 
taste, though he certainly saw the monitoring of local institutions as an impor-
tant aspect of his work, as well as encouraging the city’s exposure to art from 
all over the world.25 Unusually, and with great honesty, he reminded readers that 
critics are subjective and encouraged his own readers to seek out the views of 
multiple critics.26 He also had this to say about the role of the critic: 

Presumably it is the function of the critic to illuminate the stage on 

which an artist performs, rather than to cast a shadow on it with his 

own verbal acrobatics . . . the peculiar verbal gyrations found in 

many art magazines seem designed to allow some critics to perform 

without committing themselves.27 

Seldis was aware that his opinions diverged from that of most popular 
and influential art critics in the United States and he did not avoid pointing this 
out: “It may be old hat to some of the rash spokesmen for the ‘novelty for nov-
elty’s sake’ art movement, but the human situation still provides some of the best 
subject matter of contemporary art.”28 It must also be remembered that he was 
a journalist—a newspaperman—before, and in addition to, being an art critic. 
His readership was larger and more diverse than, for instance, that of the fledg-
ling Artforum in the 1960s, and the management of the Los Angeles Times had 
more complicated priorities.

Seldis was not a sculpture specialist but it is evident that, in his opinion, 
sculpture has a particular edifying capability. The 1960 exhibition Sculpture of 
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Our Time, a selection of the Hirshhorn collection, inspired him to write that 
“the greatest sculptors of our time were concerned with the image of man and 
the theme of humanity and their infinite variations.”29 He also felt that the 
strengths and diversity of the medium were often “overshadowed by the more 
active and doctrinaire world of contemporary American painting” and that 
painting of the time relied too often on “a search for novelty.”30 He spoke plainly 
when he wrote: 

in frantically warding off tradition, America’s action painters have 

colonized Europe and established an academy at home the like of 

which has not been seen since Bougereau’s time. Significant aesthetic 

advances were made by the original abstract expressionists in the 

40s, but the 50s have seen too one-sided an emphasis on non- objective 

painting coupled with an unprecedented boom in the contemporary 

art market.31 

He felt he was sometimes “charged with having joined the habitual 
anti-modern-art sophists by not giving my wholehearted endorsement to an 
internationally touted art movement,” but claimed that “nothing could be fur-
ther from the truth.”32 What he objected to was a complete equating of “creative 
imagination with the unconscious,” and he asserted that “both intellect and 
intuition must be joined in every meaningful work of art.”33 

This mantra carried over into his commentary on assemblage and pop 
art of the 60s, the latter a supposed “fad” about which Seldis was especially 
vocal, and a sensibility far removed from the work of Moore. He objected to its 
fashionableness, in that it was “so cool . . . that the essential poetic element of 
transformation is missing.”34 Pop and assemblage are perhaps the subjects on 
which Seldis is most quoted, with reviews bearing titles like “Another tired try 
by smashed-toy school,” “‘Art of assemblage’—the power of negative thinking” 
and “Dial $1-0-0-0 for plastic pay phone”; it was in such reviews that he most 
often displayed his penchant for using quotation marks around the word “art-
ist” when discussing work he disliked and mistrusted.35 In Seldis’s mind, pop 
and assemblage were anti-art and generally functioned as negative cultural 
forces. Thomas Crow, in a recent essay on art markets and how they function 
as cultural forces in artistic change, notes that “the old avant-gardists, wedded 
to the struggle and sacrifice as the price of artistic integrity, naturally bridled at 
the surrender to the vulgarity they perceived in the pop vision: art that looked 
like products being sold like products.”36 This corresponds to Seldis’s view that 
the worst of pop art possessed a “blatant slickness and idiotic blandness.”37

Although he saw a cultural rationale behind the work of assemblage 
sculptors in the threat of nuclear war, Seldis nevertheless felt that “in their impa-
tience with the line that separates art from life most of the adherents to junk and 
accident have descended to a vernacular as bland as it is sterile.” He notes, how-
ever, that Duchamp and Schwitters, the predecessors of the new assemblage 
work, were different in that their work possessed “great aesthetic subtlety” and 
“prove that not all the assemblers wish the destructive to take over in their delib-
erate juxtaposition of construction and destruction.”38 In looking for a “positive 
note” in the group of exhibitions he was considering in this particular review, 
including a show of Robert Rauschenberg’s work at the Dwan Gallery, and Ed 
Kienholz at the Ferus Gallery, Seldis concluded that “in their chosen state of 
negativism, only a sense of social criticism offers a positive element in some  
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of their expressions.”39 Although obviously no particular fan of Kienholz, later, 
in 1967, when the Kienholz retrospective at LACMA engendered so much con-
troversy and the Board of Supervisors urged its cancellation, Seldis came out in 
support of both Kienholz and the museum, declaring that although the work 
may reject traditional concepts of fine art and thus “lacks aesthetic worth,” it 
can offer “incisive social and even philosophical commentary” with astonishing 
inventiveness, and that it was incumbent on LACMA to offer him a retrospec-
tive regardless of potential controversy.40 He also gave special consideration to 
Kienholz’s The State Hospital of 1966 in his review of the American Sculpture 
of the 60s exhibition at LACMA. He wrote that the tableau was “his most mov-
ing work to date . . . and perhaps the ultimate statement that can be made by 
any artist of his generation on the subject of man’s inhumanity to man.”41 These 
little-known quotations dispel the stereotype of Seldis as rigid and “party line” 
in his opinions of particular artists and art movements.

In 1962 Seldis offered the opinion that the basic question facing con-
temporary art, in what he saw as a time of transition, was concerned with art-
ists’ own attitudes towards the human condition “in a day where the incredible 
new horizons of human achievement and its further potential are clouded by the 
prospect of nuclear genocide made possible by some of those achievements.”42 In 
the review, which was of the Recent Painting USA: The Figure exhibition at 
MoMA, Seldis described Golub’s Seated Boxer as “an affirmation of the mag-
nificence of man,” a painting of a colossal, sculptural figure which seemed to 
symbolize, in Seldis’s opinion, “man’s survival of all holocausts, past and 
future.”43 He continued, “in no way relying on the hackneyed traditional, Golub 
nevertheless is one of the few of the more gifted artists . . . who does not equate 
anxiety with annihilation.”44 It was also in 1962 that Seldis wrote positively 
about the British sculptor Elisabeth Frink, noting that she tackles “the self-
destructive force of hate and power” in her “moving sculptures.” 45 Unsurprisingly, 
Seldis wrote in gushing terms over many years about the “soul-searching” life 
and work of Jacques Lipchitz.46 And although Seldis had mentioned his hope for 
a monumental Moore to be commissioned for a public plaza in Los Angeles 
after seeing the Reclining Figure for the Lincoln Center in New York, he called 
Lipchitz’s Peace on Earth, commissioned for Los Angeles’s Music Center and 
installed in May 1969, a “diadem in [the] Music Center crown” that “speaks of 
man’s highest aspirations.” 47 

Given Seldis’s background, he was positioned as a critic to be sensitive 
to and an advocate of a kind of “crisis humanism” in the arts, from the period 
of the Second World War and on into the Cold War.48 Seldis’s reference in the 
review mentioned previously is only one of a number of invocations of the spec-
tre of atomic war in his art criticism. The need to address “the hopes and 
destructive dangers of atomic experimentation” are found, to Seldis’s mind, in 
such work as Moore’s Atom Piece of the early 1960s, later retitled Nuclear 
Energy for its larger incarnation in Chicago. For Seldis, this work “[speaks] of 
the human protection and advancement that can be made possible through 
atomic science once it is turned from war-like uses” (fig. 6).49

Seldis’s value system for art put him decisively at odds with such critics 
as Michael Fried, who called for art to be “untheatrical” and self-reflexive at all 
times.50 How Seldis differed from such critics as Fried, Clement Greenberg, 
Thomas Hess, and Rosalind Krauss can be understood, in part, by looking at 
how they reacted to Moore’s work. As Dorothy Kosinski aptly pointed out, 
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“from early on in his career, Moore’s popularity was written outside the context 
of avant-garde criticism.”51 In 1947 Greenberg was matter-of-fact in stating that 
he was bored by Moore’s work because “it answers too perfectly the current 
notion of how modern sophisticated and inventive sculpture should look” and, 
thus, there was no possibility for “difficulty or surprise.”52 This “subservience 
to taste” and to the past—Greenberg also described Moore’s work as “a helpless 
fingering of archaeological reminiscences”—was academic and European in an 
old-fashioned sense and the opposite of the types of American sculpture that 
Greenberg and Krauss championed.53 At this point, Greenberg seems to take 
exception first and foremost to the critical reception of Moore, more so than to 
the work itself: 

Moore possesses no mean talent, and some of his later work, from 

the two reclining figures of 1938 . . . and The Helmet of 1940 . . .  

to the two bronze family groups of 1945 and 1946, will surely outlast 

the transient ardors of that informed contemporary taste upon which 

Moore’s art is now making what I feel is an exaggerated impression.54 

In making this claim, Greenberg certainly had in mind Herbert Read, 
Moore’s long-time champion and a critic with whom Greenberg directly sparred, 
particularly in the 1950s and specifically over the subject of sculpture. This bout 
of sparring contained some of the most pronounced instances of anti-British 
sentiment to be found in Greenberg’s writing of the period.55

Krauss’s objections to Moore were of a different nature: she disliked 
the “camp-meeting religiosity”56 of those who promoted direct carving and the 
“monolithic idealism of modern sculpture.”57 In her book Mother Stone, Anne 

Figure 6
Henry Moore (British, 1898–1986), Maquette 
for Atom Piece, 1964. Plaster, H: 15 cm (6 in.). 
Reproduced by permission of The Henry Moore 
Foundation 
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Wagner has convincingly made the case that Greenberg’s and Krauss’s dismissal 
of Moore from their accounts of twentieth-century art can be attributed to the 
fact that the bodily concerns of British modernism in sculpture, particularly of 
the female body, had no place in their ontologies nor in their prescriptions for 
what sculpture should be.58 Fried did not directly write about Moore but he did 
write an early piece on Epstein which is instructive. Here he claims that “in his 
efforts to communicate, to make human statements and assert human values, 
Epstein created sculptural paradigms of wholly abstract and dangerously stupid 
emotions.”59 In brief, he argues that Epstein’s monumental sculptures brutalize 
the humanistic sensibility because the emotion is inflated and thus debased, 
leading to a work of art that is decadent. 

And for Hess, there was also a political aspect to his criticism of Moore, 
in that he objected to what he called the “cul-de-sac of Official Modernity” of 
a nationalistic Britain, and the ways in which art was co-opted for the purposes 
of foreign policy in the postwar landscape.60 The work and the circumstances 
become somewhat muddled, however; that is, the objection is to the publicness 
and official-ness of large commissions and the fact that it was Moore who was 
“chivvied with honor and flattery into attempting architectural commissions far 
beyond the capacities of his dainty, eclectic style and his neat but limiting con-
cepts.”61 These comments from the purported radical side of the fence—or, 
more rightly, “sides” of the “fences”—can be read as equally emotional in tone 
to the comments of Moore’s defenders. Specific objections aside, it is clear from 
the number of times Greenberg addressed his work that he felt Moore was an 
international force to be reckoned with.62 

In 1970 Hilton Kramer responded directly to Moore’s critics, writing 
that the mystery of Moore’s sculpture is “precisely the sort of mystery that is 
anathema to the positivist mind, with its sectarian taste for the literal” and con-
cludes that it is Moore’s revitalization of an aspect of the English Romantic pas-
toral tradition that is both his strength and the basis for the “strong current” 
that ran against him.63 In the hands of the supposedly radical critics of the 
period, Moore’s work is rendered neutral in a negative sense: bland and empty 
such that it could be used for various social and diplomatic purposes; and yet 
for his advocates, his work is anything but neutral.

Interestingly, however, Seldis’s critical agenda intersected with that of 
Kramer, as well as Greenberg and Krauss, on the subject of David Smith’s sculp-
ture, although all had differing perspectives. Seldis interviewed him at length on 
the occasion of his first West Coast exhibition in 1960 and quoted Kramer (from 
about nine months earlier) when he wrote that “he has rightly been called ‘one 
of the few artists anywhere today whose work upholds the promise and vision of 
the modern movement at the same level on which it was conceived.’”64 And Seldis 
later wrote that Smith’s posthumous exhibition of 1965 was the “first truly excit-
ing exhibition of contemporary art staged at the [Los Angeles] County Museum 
of Art” and urged the museum to make purchasing some of the Cubi a top prior-
ity, which it did two years later.65 

To summarize Seldis’s criteria: he abhorred “an overt search for novelty 
and faddism” and any resultant trend-driven conformity and its attendant sense 
of “infallibility”;66 and he identified a “lack of conformity to any one predomi-
nant direction” as a strength of Los Angeles.67 But he also rejected “deliberate 
pluralism” in the curating of exhibitions.68 He generally favored figurative or rep-
resentational art, but not in any way exclusively, just as he often favored sculp-
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ture. He was mistrustful of an inclination to merge art and technology completely; 
for instance, he criticized John Coplans for welcoming such a merging and called 
him “that intrepid Lawrence Alloway satellite.”69 He was likewise mistrustful of 
the inclination to “erase all concern for the difference between art and nonart.”70 
Seldis cautioned his readers that, “although we cheer many young artists’ insis-
tence that no convention is inviolable, we must remember those . . . who remain 
unwilling to drop the question of timelessness and universality,” and further, 
Seldis rightly urged people to ask why artists and observers would take such a 
position at that particular moment in time.71 He hoped for a new “venturesome 
generation” of artists “not adverse to thinking,” and he valued artists who 
worked in a manner “peculiar to [their] own time and place.”72 Of course, he 
valued a humanistic and poetic mindset in an artist, and eschewed a nihilistic, 
overly cynical, or solely introspective one. He was convinced that external values 
had a place and a purpose in contemporary art. Some of the artists he wrote posi-
tively about—figures such as Larry Bell, Llyn Foulkes, John McLaughlin, John 
Altoon, Vija Celmins, Lee Bontecou, Ron Davis, and Francis Bacon—might 
seem surprising if one only knows Seldis’s writing superficially, but he was, in 
fact, adhering to his artistic and ideological criteria. For instance, Seldis raved 
about works by Light and Space artist Ron Davis for being poetic, conceptual, 
and challenging perceptually.

Just as Lawson’s “appreciation” of Kramer was a piece of its time and 
political context, that is, the “topography of power under the Ronald Reagan 
administration,” so was Seldis’s art criticism and ideology.73 What may be 
deemed conservative taste in art does not necessarily equate to political conser-
vatism, as Lawson rightly implies in his treatment of Kramer. Seldis, on the 
other hand, was in fact liberal in his political beliefs and actively supported lib-
eral causes.74 He took pride in being on one of Nixon’s “lists” and, according to 
his son Mark, used to say in the 1970s that if Ronald Reagan ever became presi-
dent, he’d leave the country, a promise he missed having to make good by two 
years, due to his unfortunate early death in February 1978.

In an early piece for the Los Angeles Times, Seldis wrote: “We tend to 
forget that there is a deep and inescapable connection between the man and the 
mark he makes.”75 If we defer to Seldis’s logic here, then the answer, I think, to 
the question of “does Seldis’s criticism have any merit” is in the affirmative. He 
didn’t play it “clever and cool,” to borrow his own expression, but he was rigor-
ous, considered, altruistic, and willing to look, and to look again, if uncon-
vinced. In 2005 Anne Wagner suggested that the time had come to open the 
“storage capsule” that Bruce Nauman drew in 1966 for Henry Moore’s safe-
keeping.76 Similarly, the time may have arrived for a reexamination of Henry 
Seldis and the mark he made, and how that mark was informed by his interest 
in Henry Moore and his work.

In closing, it is worthwhile for us to play devil’s advocate and to ask 
whether or not the radical art of today bears closer resemblance to the work 
favoured by critics such as Seldis and Kramer, or to the production of those art-
ists supported by Greenberg and Fried. Increasingly, critical voices can be heard 
that call for art to return to being a “crucial, ethically charged activity” and it 
is these voices that are often deemed radical today.77 From critics such as Holland 
Cotter of the New York Times, Mark Nash in Frieze, and Hal Foster writing 
for Artforum have come statements on the need for socio-political content in 
contemporary art, the dire state of art criticism, and the intense influence of the 
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art market, all concerns that seem remarkably kindred in spirit to Seldis’s call 
for “more light and less heat.”78

This essay first appeared in the Sculpture Journal, volume 17.2 (2008).
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